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Abstract 

In order to explore the feasibility of the implementation of the deposit refund policy in 
China, and to address the consumer traits affecting the recycling of electronic waste, 
namely environmental awareness and economic benefits, the game theory is applied to 
study the implementation effect of the deposit return policy. The study found: (1) 
Regardless of whether there is environmental awareness, the deposit return policy 
cannot promote the recycling of e-waste in the hands of consumers who believe that e-
waste is valuable. However, the entire waste of e-waste can be recovered by increasing 
the profit of the recycler’s unit waste. (2) For consumers who are environmentally 
conscious and believe that e-waste has no value, the deposit return policy cannot 
promote the recycling of e-waste in their hands, because the e-waste has been 
completely recycled. (3) For consumers who are not environmentally conscious and 
believe that e-waste has no value, the deposit return policy can promote the recycling of 
e-waste in their hands, and achieve full recovery when the deposit reaches the highest 
space cost. The results show that for Chinese consumers who are not environmentally 
conscious and believe that e-waste is valuable, the deposit return policy cannot promote 
waste recycling in the Chinese market, and thus the implementation is ineffective. 
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1. Introduction 

With the development of electronic technology and the growth of consumer demand, the 
rapidly upgrading electronic equipment has produced a large amount of electronic waste. 
According to the "Global Electronic Waste Monitoring 2014" issued by UNU. In 2014, the global 
total of electronic waste reached 41.8 million tons, and maintained a growth rate of 2 million 
tons per year. As a major producer and consumer of electronic products, China has entered the 
peak period of electronic product scrapping, with an annual growth rate of 20%. It is estimated 
that by 2020, the annual scrap will reach 137 million units[1]. 

Facing severe electronic waste management status, China has introduced a series of governance 
measures. In 2007, China implemented the “Measures for the Management of Pollution Control 
of Electronic Information Products”. In 2009, the State Council promulgated the “Regulations 
on the Management of the Recycling of Waste Electronic Products”. In 2012, the relevant 
ministries and commissions issued the “Administrative Management of Waste Electrical and 
Electronic Products Processing Funds”. The Measures stipulates the collection standards for 
the treatment fund and the subsidy standards for environmental protection recycling. In 2015, 
the new “Disposal Catalogue for Waste Electrical and Electronic Products” was issued, which 
expanded the scope of collection and subsidies. 
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In developed countries, the government generally adopts the deposit return policy as an 
environmental economic policy to solve the problem of electronic waste management. This 
policy is considered as a policy tool with optimal cost structure and cost efficiency[2,3], and has 
been obtained in many countries. Widely applied and successfully practiced. Appropriate 
deposit return policy can promote the environmentally friendly design of products[4], which 
can simultaneously achieve waste source reduction and end recovery, especially for potentially 
hazardous solid waste[2], thus attracting widespread attention from domestic scholars.  

Duan Xianming reviewed the deposit return policy from the research status at home and 
abroad[5], application overview, application efficiency and scope of application, and pointed 
out the aspects that need further research. Chen Sisi made a comprehensive theoretical analysis 
on the implementation of the deposit return policy from four aspects[6]: effectiveness, 
efficiency, fairness and flexibility, and proposed that China should vigorously implement the 
deposit return policy in solid waste management; According to the analysis of several pilot 
projects such as Qingdao and Suzhou, Yu et al. pointed out that the deposit return policy is an 
optional policy suitable for China's national conditions[7]. Xie Tianshuai and Zhang Ju designed 
the electronic waste recycling market for China's special national conditions[8]. Under the 
deposit return policy analysis framework; Shao Yuting studied the application of the deposit 
return policy in the field of mobile phone recycling[9], and analyzed the specific 
implementation links, implementation scope and deposit amount of the deposit return policy. 

At present, the domestic academic community's research on the deposit return policy is still in 
its infancy. Many experts and scholars have explored the deposit return policy for China's 
national conditions, but few documents have studied the deposit from the main source of 
China's electronic waste, that is, consumers' perspective. The feasibility of returning policies in 
China. Han Ruobing proposed that the environmental deposit system has few successful 
experiences in China because of the lack of environmental awareness among Chinese 
citizens[10]. Hicks et al. found that the existence of illegal recycling market in China and the 
lack of environmental awareness among consumers and recyclers are affecting recycling[11] . 
The main reason for the operation of the system; Zhong Hua et al. combined with Beijing's 
research data[12], through statistical analysis, the deposit system's willingness to accept and 
quota settings have a certain relationship with consumers' environmental attitudes, behavioral 
habits and personal traits; Lei shi et al. Taking Qingdao as the background of investigation[13], 
it is found that Chinese residents generally lack environmental awareness and have low 
acceptance of the deposit return policy. In addition, Aalbers et al. also found that consumers 
accept different deposit refund policies[14], such as China's low Respondents of income do not 
accept the deposit refund policy. 

Consumers of electronic products are the main source of domestic electronic waste, and the 
final treatment method largely affects the recycling management of electronic waste. The 
factors affecting consumers' handling methods include the consumers' own characteristics and 
the objective conditions for their participation in recycling. Consumer traits include 
environmental awareness and economic benefits, and objective conditions include the 
convenience of recycling facilities and services[15]. In China, consumer traits are considered to 
be the most important factor, as more than 90% of Chinese consumers believe that e-waste has 
value and can be earned through sales[16]. Furthermore, the literature [10], [11], [13], Both 
found that the low awareness of environmental protection among Chinese consumers is the 
main reason for the impact of domestic waste recycling. 

In the study of the deposit return policy at home and abroad, most of the assumptions are that 
consumers have homogeneity, while ignoring the consumer traits that affect waste recycling. 
For example, Fullerton, Numata, and Onuma all assume that consumers are homogenous when 
studying the deposit return system[2,17,18], and the consumer personality is not described. 
However, some literatures distinguish consumers' traits in their research. Mrozek, when 
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studying a financially compromised deposit return system[19], assumes that consumers have 
two dimensions: the willingness of consumers to pay for the purchase of products and the cost 
of compliance for participation in recycling, and each has a different distribution; Loukil et al. 
When studying the recycling of plastic waste in Africa, it is assumed that consumers are 
environmentally conscious, and they are willing to pay for the purchase of products and their 
efforts to participate in recycling, and emphasize that consumers are not homogeneous in the 
real world[20]. Zhong Hua et al. When exploring the recycling model under the e-waste deposit 
return policy[21], the default consumer believes that e-waste has no value, but consumers' 
purchase decisions on the product will be affected by the deposit amount. 

Based on the above existing research results, the innovation of this paper is to combine the two 
major consumer traits that affect the recycling of electronic waste, namely environmental 
awareness and economic benefits (thinking that electronic waste is valuable), and apply game 
theory to study the deposit. The effect of the return policy, analyze the impact of the deposit 
return policy on waste recycling, and compare the different results to obtain the conditions for 
the full recycling of waste and the return policy of the deposit. The following chapters are as 
follows: Section 2 introduces models and assumptions; Section 3 analyzes the optimal 
strategies of producers and governments; Section 4 compares the effects of policy 
implementation of the two models; Section 5 summarizes the findings and looks forward to 
subsequent research directions.  

2. Model and Assumption 

Consider a single electronic product market, under the deposit return policy, two dynamic 
game models consisting of the government, a producer (also a recycler) and several consumers: 
(1) A game model in which consumers believe that electronic waste is valuable; (2) A game 
model in which consumers believe that electronic waste has no value. Since there is only one e-
waste recycler in Model I, environmental awareness does not affect waste recycling, so 
consumers are not considered environmentally conscious. In Model II, consumers who believe 
that e-waste has no value are divided into two categories, one with environmental awareness 
and the other with no environmental awareness, denoted by 1C and 0C , respectively. 

The deposit return policy operates as shown in Figure 1. The producer collects a deposit  0t t   

from the consumer when he purchases the electronic product and hand it over to the 
government. At the end of the life cycle of the electronic product, the consumer returns the 
electronic waste to the recycler and receives the deposit back. The recycler then applies to the 
government for the refund of the deposit. 

GovernmentGovernment ProducerProducer ComsumerComsumer
deposit

deposit

deposit

Electronic product

WEEE

deposit

Fund flow

Physical flow

 
Fig 1. How the deposit return system works 

2.1. Model I: Consumers Believe That E-Waste Is Valuable 

Consumer: We define X as the consumer's willingness to pay for electronic products. For 

simplicity, assume  ~ 0, XX U P . XP indicates the maximum willingness of the consumer to pay. 

We use sp to indicate the selling price. When sX p , that is, the consumer's willingness to pay is 
greater than or equal to the product price of the product, the consumer will purchase the 
product, and vice versa. So, the demand for consumers is 
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We assume that the deposit does not affect the consumer's purchase decision, then the 
consumer demand is after the deposit refund policy(1). When the product life cycle is over, 
consumers who purchase electronic products become e-waste suppliers, and believe that e-
waste is valuable. Definition Y is an estimate of the residual value of electronic waste by all 

consumers. For the sake of simplicity, we assume  ~ 0, YY U P . YP represents the maximum 

residual value estimate of the consumer. Since the consumer's willingness to pay and the 
residual value estimate are independent of each other, the consumer who purchased the 
electronic product estimates the residual value of the electronic waste as a random sample of 
the overall consumer residual value estimate. We useY  to represent the residual value estimate 

in the sample, and  0, YY U P . The distribution density of Y is 
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Under the deposit refund policy, when the consumer sells electronic waste to the recycler, he 

will receive the recovery price  0r rp p  and the deposit refund amount t . When rY p  , that is, 

the recovery price is greater than or equal to the residual value estimate, the consumer will sell 
the electronic waste in the hand; otherwise, the electronic waste will be left in the hands to wait 
for the satisfactory recycling price. Therefore, the sales volume of consumers is 
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The consumer surplus that consumers receive when purchasing electronic products is 
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It is easy to know that the sales income that consumers receive in the recycling market is r rp q . 

In the closed-loop supply chain of electronic products, the total income C  of consumers 
includes consumer surplus and sales revenue. 
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Producer: Play a producer role in the electronics market. The production cost per piece of 
electronic product is   , and XP  (for the benefit of the producer). The market price of 

electronic products is sp  , and the profit of the producer is MS  . Under the deposit return policy, 
the producer collects the deposit t  from the consumer and then handed it over to the 
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government. Therefore, the producer aims to maximize the sales profit MS  and make a 

decision on the production quantity sq . The decision function is 

 
 ( )MS s sq p                                                                         (6) 

 

Producers play the role of recycler in the e-waste recycling market, and recycle and process 
environmentally-friendly electronic waste. The profit per unit of electronic waste disposal is rg  
(that is, the remaining after the processing cost of unit e-waste treatment income is deducted). 
The recycling price of electronic waste is rp , and the recycling profit of recycler is MR . Under 
the deposit refund policy, the recycler returns the deposit t  at the same time when paying the 
purchase price to the consumer, and then applies to the government for the refund of the 
deposit. Therefore, the recycler aims to maximize the recovery profit MR , and makes a decision 

on the recovery quantity rq . The decision function is 

 

  MR r r rq g p                                                                       (7) 

 

In the closed-loop supply chain of electronic products, the total profit of the producer includes 

sales profit MS  and recovery profit MR , that is, 

 
 ( ) ( )M s s r r rq p q g p                                                                   (8) 

 

Environmental: Since the recycler will treat the recovered electronic waste environmentally 
and the electronic waste left in the consumer's hands will not cause environmental pollution, 
the environmental benefit of Model I is 0 (the loss is represented by a negative value).  

Government: According to the principle of accounting income recognition, the deposit 
corresponding to e-waste that is still temporarily stored in the hands of consumers cannot be 
used as government revenue, nor as social welfare. Therefore, the government revenue in 
Model I is 0. 

As a deposit return policy maker, the government will make a decision on deposit t  with the 
goal of maximizing social welfare W . The social welfare consisting of the total consumer income 

C , the total profit of the producer M , the environmental income E  and the government 

income G , that is, the decision function is 

 
 C M E GW                                                                   (9) 

 

Sequence of events: First, the government formulates an optimal deposit return policy to 
determine the deposit; secondly, the producer determines the production quantity of the 
electronic product by maximizing the production profit; then, the consumer decides whether 
to purchase the electronic product according to his or her willingness to pay; At the end of the 
product life cycle, the recycler recycles the electronic waste, and the recycler determines the 
amount of recycling by maximizing the recovery profit; finally, the consumer decides whether 
to sell the electronic waste. Eventually constitute a five-stage three-party dynamic game. 

2.2. Model II: Consumers Believe That E-Waste Has No Value  

Consumer: The description at the time of purchase of the electronic product is the same as the 
model I, that is, the demand for the electronic product is the formula (1). When the life cycle of 
an electronic product is over, consumers believe that e-waste has no value and the residual 
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value is estimated to be zero. Assuming that environmentally conscious 1C  consumers account 

for the total consumer ratio , then 0C  consumers who are not environmentally conscious will 

account for 1  .  1C  consumers are affected by environmental awareness, and will return the 
electronic waste to the recycler and get the deposit return amount t . Therefore, the amount of 
electronic waste sold by consumers, that is, the recycling amount of the recycler is 

 
 1r sq q                                                                            (10) 

 

Consumer 0C  are not affected by environmental awareness. If the electronic waste is discarded, 
the deposit t  will be lost; if the electronic waste is placed at home, the space occupation cost Z  
will be generated. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the space occupation cost of all 

consumers in the recycling section Z  is subject to the uniform distribution of  0, ZP , where ZP  

represents the maximum space occupation cost. Only when the consumer is not 
environmentally conscious, the space occupation cost will be considered. Therefore, the space 
occupation cost of the consumer 0C  is a random sample of all consumers. When 0Z  is used to 

represent the space occupation cost in the sample, 0Z still obeys the uniform distribution in
[0, ]zP , but the distribution density is 
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Assuming that the consumer's acceptance of the deposit refund amount is not considered, when 
the deposit t  is greater than or equal to the space occupation cost 0Z , i.e. 0Z t , the 0C  
consumer will return the electronic waste to obtain the deposit refund amount t ; otherwise, 
the electronic waste will be discarded. For a given deposit t , 0C  consumers’ electronic waste 
sales are 
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At this time, the total sales volume of e-waste is 
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When the deposit 0t  , that is, there is no deposit return policy, r sq q , it means that the 

recycling of electronic waste comes only from environmentally conscious consumers; if 0t  , 
that is, under the deposit return policy, when the deposit is lower than the highest space 

occupation cost of electronic waste ZP , that is, when Zt P , r sq q , the recovered electronic 

waste comes from environmentally conscious consumers and some consumers who are not 

environmentally conscious. When Zt P , r sq q , all the electronic waste in the hands of 

consumers is recycled. If 1  , that is, all consumers are environmentally conscious, regardless 
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of the value of t , there is r sq q , the electronic waste is completely recovered; if 0  , that is, 

consumers are not environmentally conscious, if Zt P , there are r sq q . 

The consumer's remaining consumer formula (4) when purchasing products, the income in the 
e-waste recycling market includes the income when returning the waste and the deposit lost 
when the waste is discarded, i.e.   
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Therefore, the total income of consumers in the closed-loop supply chain includes the income 
of the consumer surplus and recycling in the purchase of products, that is, 
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Producer (recycler): As described in model I, the decision function is the same as equations (6), 
(7). 

Environmental: Definition   is the environmental cost incurred by consumers to abandon unit 
electronic waste. Consumers abandon the environmental benefits of electronic waste 
(representing losses by negative values)  
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Government: Only the deposit corresponding to the e-waste that has been abandoned by the 
consumer can be recognized as government revenue, so the amount of the deposit is not 
refunded, that is, the government revenue is 
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As the maker of the deposit return policy, the government aims to maximize the social welfare 
W  and make decisions on the deposit t . The social welfare consisting of total consumer income 

C , producer's total profit M  , environmental income E  and government income G  is the 
same as the decision function (9). 

The sequence of events is the same as model I, and finally a five-stage three-party dynamic game. 

2.3. Other Assumptions  

(1) The game is a complete information game, the information required for decision-making is 
shared by all parties in the game; (2) The game is a single-cycle dynamic game, regardless of 
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the electronic waste that was recycled into remanufactured products in the last cycle, only 
considering the new Electronic products. 

3. Model I Analysis 

The solution uses the inverse inductive method. The optimal selling decision of the consumer 
in the fifth stage of the game has been given by equation (3), and it is reversed into the recovery 
profit function of the fourth stage recycler to find the equilibrium solution. Optimal recovery 
strategy; the optimal purchasing decision of the consumer in the third stage of the game has 
been given by the formula(1), and the anti-generation into the second stage to obtain the 
equilibrium solution can obtain the optimal production strategy of the producer, and finally 
solve the first stage. Excellent deposit return policy. (See the appendix for proof of all 
propositions). 

3.1. Producer's Equilibrium Strategy  

Proposition 1: Under the deposit return policy, the optimal recovery of the recycler is 

*
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Proposition 1 shows that the optimal recovery of the recycler  is mainly affected by three 

factors: the recycler's waste disposal profit , the consumer's maximum residual value 

estimate of the waste YP , and producer's production of electronic products . Among them, the 

optimal recovery quantity is an increasing function of unit processing profit and production 
quantity, and is a decreasing function of the maximum residual value estimation. Because 

, when 2r Yg P , *

r sq q , it means that the electronic waste is not completely recovered; 

when 2r Yg P , *

r sq q , it means that all the waste is recycled. It can be seen that if the recycler's 

unit electronic waste disposal profit rg  is sufficiently high, that is, 2r Yg P  , the waste can be 
completely recovered. 

Proposition 2: Under the deposit return policy, the producer’s optimal production is . 

Proposition 2 shows that the optimal production quantity  is influenced by the production 

cost and the consumer's highest willingness to pay for electronic products . Among them, 

the optimal production quantity is a decreasing function of production cost and is an increasing 
function of consumers' willingness to pay. 

3.2. Government's Optimal Deposit Return Policy 

From Proposition 1 and Proposition 2, the optimal product price and the optimal recovery price 
under the condition of deposit  can be obtained, and then the social welfare of the deposit is 
obtained. The government takes the maximization of social welfare as the decision-making goal 

and seeks the optimal deposit return policy
*t . 

Proposition 3: Optimal deposit return policy under maximizing social welfare . 

Proposition 3 indicates that the optimal deposit return policy 
*t  is any positive real number. 

This is because social welfare is not a function of the deposit, that is, the implementation of the 
deposit refund policy does not affect social welfare. In the case of the government's decision to 
maximize social welfare, the optimal deposit can be set to any positive real number. 
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3.3. Equilibrium Results 

From Proposition 1, Proposition 2, and Proposition 3, the corresponding optimal product price, 
recovery price, total consumer income, total producer profit, environmental income E, and 
government revenue F can be calculated, as shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Model I Balance Results 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 
 

 

   

   

   

 

The model I equilibrium results show that regardless of the higher profit of the recycler unit's 
electronic waste disposal or the lower profit per unit of electronic waste disposal, the optimal 
production quantity, optimal recovery quantity, and consumer of the deposit under the 
maximum social welfare There is no impact on total income and total income of producers 
(recyclers). This is because there is only one recycler in this model, and the standard for 
consumers to decide whether to sell e-waste is to estimate the residual value of e-waste. Only 
when the recovery price is higher than the residual value estimate, consumers will sell it, 
otherwise consumption the person will remain in the hands and wait for a satisfactory recycling 
price, so the implementation of the deposit return policy will not affect the electronic waste 

recycling. In addition, when , , indicates that the condition can realize the 

complete recovery of electronic waste. At this time, the optimal recovery price reaches the 
maximum, the total consumer income and the total profit of the producer increase, and the 
social welfare also increases. Therefore, when consumers think that e-waste is valuable, if the 

recycling unit's e-waste disposal profit is high enough, that is, , all the electronic waste 

can be recovered, and the social welfare is maximized. 

4. Model II Analysis 
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fourth stage to obtain the equilibrium solution can obtain the optimal recovery strategy of the 
recycler; The optimal purchasing decision of the stage consumer has been given by the 
formula(1), and the anti-generation into the second stage to obtain the equilibrium solution can 
obtain the optimal production strategy of the producer, and finally solve the optimal deposit 
return policy of the first stage. 

4.1. Producer's Equilibrium Strategy 

Proposition 4: Under the deposit refund policy, when Zt P , the optimal recovery of the recycler 

is *

r sq q . 

Proposition 4 shows that when the deposit is not lower than the maximum space cost of the 
consumer, the optimal recovery of the recycler is equal to the producer's electronic product 
production, that is, the electronic waste is completely recovered. Under the deposit return 

policy, the optimal recovery price of the recycler is , and the recovery profit increases 

with the increase of the recovery amount. When the recovery amount reaches the maximum 
value, that is, the production volume of the product, the recovery profit also reaches the 
maximum value. According to the previous research, when the deposit is higher than the space 
cost of the consumer, the environmentally conscious consumers will return the electronic 
waste to avoid the loss of the deposit. As the deposit increases, the environmentally conscious 
consumers return the waste. The more. When the deposit is raised to the highest space 
occupation cost, all the recycling is realized. At this time, the recycling profit of the recycler also 

reaches the maximum value, so the optimal recovery amount of the recycler is . 

Proposition 5: Under the deposit refund policy, the optimal production capacity of the producer 
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Proposition 5 shows that the optimal production quantity is affected by the production cost and 
the consumer's highest willingness to pay for electronic products. Among them, the optimal 
production quantity is a decreasing function of production cost and is an increasing function of 
consumers' willingness to pay. 

4.2. Government's Optimal Deposit Return Policy 

Proposition 6: The government's optimal deposit return policy is . 

Proposition 6 indicates that the optimal deposit is any real number that is not less than the 
consumer's highest space cost. Under the deposit return policy, when the deposit exceeds the 
maximum space occupation cost, the electronic waste is completely recovered, and the 
environmental benefit reaches the maximum value of 0. The total profit of the producer and the 
total income of the consumer reach the maximum. 

4.3. Equilibrium Results 

From Proposition 4, Proposition 5 and Proposition 6, the corresponding optimal product price, 
recovery price, total consumer income, total producer profit, environmental income, 
government revenue and social welfare can be obtained, as shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Model II Equilibrium Results 
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Note:  

The equilibrium results in Table 2 show that the deposit return policy promotes the full 
recovery of e-waste, with total consumer income, total producer profit, environmental benefits 
and social benefits reaching a maximum. Recycling volume, total consumer income and 
production volume are affected by consumers' maximum willingness to pay and production 
costs; total profit and social welfare of producers are not only affected by the maximum 
willingness to pay and production costs, but also affected by the recycling profits of recyclers. 
function. Since consumers believe that e-waste has no value, the optimal recycling price is zero. 
In fact, when , that is, consumers are all environmentally conscious, they will take the 
initiative to return their electronic waste, so that all waste is recycled. At this time, consumer 
income, total producer profit, environmental benefits and social welfare are also Reaches the 
maximum value. 

5. Comparison of Model I and Model II 

Propositions 1, 2, 3, and Table 1 represent the equilibrium strategy and results of Model I, 
respectively. Propositions 4, 5, 6, and Table 2 represent the equilibrium strategies and results 
of Model II. For convenience, subscript 1 (representing model I) and subscript 2 (representing 
model II) are added to each of the above variables to distinguish them. 

Proposition 7: Under the deposit return policy, the producer’s optimal production volume is
* *

1 2
2

X
s s

X

P
q q

P


 


 

 . 

Proposition 7 shows that under the deposit return policy, the optimal production of Model I 
and Model II is equal, indicating that consumers believe that the value of e-waste does not affect 
the consumer demand for electronic products, that is, the producer's production. Furthermore, 
regardless of whether consumers believe that e-waste is valuable, the deposit return policy will 
have no effect on product demand. 

Proposition 8: Under the deposit return policy, when 2r Yg P  and *

2 [ , )Zt P   , 
* * * *

1 2 1 2r r s sq q q q      .  

Proposition 8 shows that when 2r Yg P  and *

2 [ , )Zt P  , regardless of whether consumers 

believe that electronic waste is valuable, the electronic waste in their hands is completely 
recovered. The difference is that when consumers think that e-waste is valuable, consumers' 
economic interests will prompt them to sell e-waste. When the recycler unit waste disposal 
profit is high enough (i.e. 2r Yg P ), the waste is completely recovered; When consumers believe 
that e-waste has no value, the deposit return policy encourages environmentally conscious 

consumers to return e-waste, and when the deposit is high enough (i.e. *

Zt P ), the waste is 

returned. 
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Proposition 9: when * * * *
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Proposition 9 shows that when both models achieve full recycling of waste, the consumer 
income of Model I is higher than Model II, and the producer's production profit is lower than 
Model II, but the social welfare of the two is equal. The difference is that consumers in Model II 
believe that e-waste has no value and the residual value is estimated to be zero. Otherwise, both 
models' consumer and producer profits will be equal. 

6. Conclusions and Prospects 

This paper studies the implementation effect of the deposit return policy by establishing a 
three-way dynamic game model in the closed-loop supply chain of electronic products to 
influence the consumer characteristics of electronic waste recycling, namely environmental 
awareness and economic benefits (thinking that electronic waste is valuable). The impact of the 
deposit return policy on waste recycling. The study found that: (1) Regardless of whether or 
not there is environmental awareness, the deposit return policy cannot promote the recycling 
of e-waste in the hands of consumers who believe that e-waste is valuable, but can improve the 
profit of the recycler’s unit waste. (2) For consumers who are environmentally conscious and 
believe that e-waste has no value, the deposit return policy will not promote the recycling of e-
waste in their hands, because the e-waste has been completely recovered; (3) For consumers 
who are not environmentally conscious and believe that e-waste has no value, the deposit 
return policy can promote the recycling of e-waste in their hands, and achieve full recovery 
when the deposit reaches the highest space cost. 

At present, it is believed that the value of e-waste and the lack of environmental awareness are 
two characteristics of Chinese consumers. If only these two influencing factors are considered, 
the promotion of deposit refund policy in China will not promote the recycling of e-waste in 
China, and ultimately invalid. But in fact, China's e-waste recycling market has a distinctive 
feature, that is, there are a large number of informal recyclers. If this factor is taken into 
consideration, producers (regular recyclers) and informal recyclers will compete with each 
other in the e-waste recycling market, and there is another option for consumers who believe 
that e-waste is valuable. , that is, sold to informal recyclers. At this time, if the deposit return 
policy is implemented, the two recycling channels will definitely affect the consumer's recycling 
decision. At the same time, the electronic product producers (also the recyclers) in this paper 
adopt the independent decentralized decision-making method for production decision-making 
and recycling decision-making in the closed-loop supply chain of electronic products. If the 
production and recycling are unified, the decision-making will be more in line with the actual 
market operation. 
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